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The existence of biologically differentiated populations has been credited with a major role in conferring

sustainability and in buffering overall productivity of anadromous fish population complexes where

evidence for spatial structure is uncontroversial. Here, we describe evidence of correlated genetic and life

history (spawning season linked to spawning location) differentiation in an abundant and highly migratory

pelagic fish, Atlantic herring, Clupea harengus, in the North Sea (NS) and adjacent areas. The existence of

genetically and phenotypically diverse stocks in this region despite intense seasonal mixing strongly

implicates natal homing in this species. Based on information from genetic markers and otolith

morphology, we estimate the proportional contribution by NS, Skagerrak (SKG) and Kattegat and

western Baltic (WBS) fish to mixed aggregations targeted by the NS fishery. We use these estimates to

identify spatial and temporal differences in life history (migratory behaviour) and habitat use among

genetically differentiated migratory populations that mix seasonally. Our study suggests the existence of

more complex patterns of intraspecific diversity than was previously recognized. Sustainability may be

compromised if such complex patterns are reduced through generalized management (e.g. area closures)

that overlooks population differences in spatial use throughout the life cycle.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Marine conservation initiatives or fisheries management

regimes that disregard or misidentify patterns of genetic

and life-history differences among migratory populations

that mix seasonally (i.e. intraspecific component of

biocomplexity), have the potential to result in the erosion

of genetic resources. This problem is especially acute for
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marine fish population complexes with diverse and

potentially locally adapted migratory components that

overlap spatially and seasonally. In such complex systems,

the more easily exploited or the less-productive com-

ponents will also be the most easily eliminated with the

consequent loss of diversity and adaptive potential (Iles &

Sinclair 1982; Policansky & Magnuson 1998). Although it

is widely accepted that the loss of genetic diversity is likely

to have profound negative effects on recruitment potential

and population recovery (Ryman et al. 1995), the

significance, and in fact the very existence of such

biologically relevant (i.e. spatially and temporally explicit)

diversity for highly abundant and widely distributed

migratory marine fish, has traditionally been controversial

(McQuinn 1997). Given the documented historical loss of

species diversity in coastal ecosystems through extinctions

caused by overfishing ( Jackson et al. 2001), and the

worldwide depletion of fish populations and communities

(Pauly et al. 1998; Myers & Worm 2005) there is an urgent
q 2006 The Royal Society
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Figure 1. Sampling locations for herring in spawning condition and for herring in mixed feeding or overwintering aggregations.
Spawning locations are numbered as in electronic supplementary material, table A1). For the MSA, locations 1–10, 11–13, and
14–18 were pooled into: region 1 (nZ1332) comprising autumn (filled circle in orange), spring (filled circle in green) and winter
(filled circle in red) spawners in the North Sea; region 2 (nZ635), comprising spring spawners from the Skagerrak (plus), and
region 3 (nZ1010), comprising spring spawners (filled triangle in green) from the Kattegat and Western Baltic. The locations for
the mixed aggregations are indicated by stars, solid stars (2002), open stars (2003): blue, summer feeding aggregations; red,
overwintering aggregations, respectively. See electronic supplementary material for details.
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Figure 2. Multi-dimensional scaling plot of pairwise FSTestimates between herring spawning collections. Temporally replicated
samples were pooled except when genetically distinguishable (i.e. Rügen and Koldingfjord). Symbols: filled circle in orange,
samples pooled into region 1 (North Sea), comprising autumn spawners (1–7), spring spawners (9–10) as well as winter
spawners (8); plus, samples pooled into region 2 (Skagerrak), comprising spring spawners (11–13); filled triangle in green,
samples pooled into region 3 (Kattegat and Western Baltic) comprising spring spawners (14, 15, 1602, 1603, 17, 18, 18MA02).
Hierarchical AMOVA estimates of variance: % variance among regions: 0.90 ( p!0.001), % variance among populations within
regions: 0.17. In the multi-dimensional scaling analysis we considered five dimensions. Dimensions 1 and 2 are plotted here;
dimensions 3, 4 and 5 explained 4, 2.4 and 1.8% of the total variance, respectively.
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Figure 3. Estimated composition of mixture samples. Mixture samples in the NNS were collected in July of 2002 and 2003. In
the Skagerrak mixture samples were collected in July and in November–December of 2002 and 2003 (details in electronic
supplementary material, table A2). Composition of the mixture samples is reported in terms of herring from three broad regions:
North Sea, (shaded in orange), comprising North Sea autumn spawners, English Channel winter spawners and Norwegian
spring spawners; Skagerrak spring spawners: (shaded in black); and spring spawners from the Kattegat and Western Baltic
(shaded in green), comprising spring spawners from the Kattegat, Inner Danish Waters and Rügen.
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Figure 4. Estimated composition of subsets of the mixture samples where subsets are (a) age groups or (b) season hatched (as
assessed from otolith microstructure). (a) Age group: individuals were pooled into two subsets. Juveniles, fish with no or one
otolith winter ring; adults, fish with two or more otolith winter rings. This analysis was conducted only for the Skagerrak mixture
samples as there were no juveniles present in the NNS mixture samples. Colours are as in figure 3. (b) Season hatched:
individuals in the Skagerrak summer mixture samples from 2002 and 2003 were pooled into three subsets: spring hatched,
autumn hatched and winter hatched. Only spring-hatched individuals were present in numbers sufficient for an MSA in the
Skagerrak winter mixture samples from 2002 and 2003.
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need to delineate extant patterns of within-species genetic

diversity and to use such knowledge to quantify the

relative contributions of population components to mixed

fisheries. This need applies to marine fishes in general, but

particularly to species such as herring, which in the past

have exhibited large and persistent local spawning

aggregations supporting human communities entirely

dependent on their fishery (Alheit & Hagen 1997), and
Proc. R. Soc. B (2006)
for which local extinction/recolonization events are well

documented for at least the last century (Corten 2002).

Our research was designed to examine spatial structure

in herring (Clupea harengus harengus L., Clupeidae,

Teleostei) in the North Sea (NS) and adjacent areas and

to use such knowledge to estimate the contribution by

different herring assemblages to feeding aggregations

targeted by the fisheries.
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2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
(a) Sample collection

Temporally replicated samples of spawning herring were

obtained in 2002 and 2003 (one sample collected in

November 2001) from 18 spawning aggregations spanning

the distributional range of herring in the NS and adjacent

areas (global nZ2997; figure 1, electronic supplementary

material, table A1). Herring samples were also obtained from

summer feeding aggregations in the northern North Sea

(NNS) and Skagerrak (SKG) ( July 2002 and 2003, NNS

nZ492 and 472, SKG nZ600 and 400 respectively, figure 1;

electronic supplementary material, table A2) and from

overwintering aggregations in the SKG (December 2002

and 2003, nZ500 and 400 respectively, figure 1, electronic

supplementary material, table A2). All samples were analysed

genetically with a suite of 9 microsatellite DNA loci

(electronic supplementary material, table A3), and pheno-

typically for a number of otolith winter rings (proxy for age;

ICES 2003) and otolith microstructure (proxy for season

individual was hatched; Moksness & Fossum 1991).

(b) Molecular analysis

A total of nZ5841 herring were screened with a suite of 9

microsatellite DNA loci (details available in electronic

supplementary material). DNA extraction and PCR amplifi-

cation procedures as well as information on population

structure based on the collections of spawning herring are

reported in Mariani et al. (2005) for the NS and in Bekkevold

et al. (2005) for the SKG/Kattegat/WBS. The genetic

composition of the feeding aggregations (global nZ2864,

details available in electronic supplementary material) is

reported in the present paper.

(c) Phenotypic analysis

Otolith (sagitta) winter rings were counted as a proxy for age

following standard procedures (ICES 2003). Ageing was

conducted by experienced technical personnel at the

MARLAB (FRS) in the UK, at IMR in Norway and at

DIFRES in Denmark. Otolith central area microstructure

was analysed by IMR and DIFRES to determine each

individual’s hatching season (spring, autumn or winter;

Moksness & Fossum 1991). Both age and hatching season

(microstructure) were estimated following inter-laboratory

calibration and repeated quality control provisions (details

available in electronic supplementary material).

(d) Statistical analysis

Population differentiation was estimated per sample pair and

overall using the unbiased FST estimator q (Weir &

Cockerham 1984) and statistical significance was examined

using permutation tests implemented in FSTAT (Goudet

2001). Temporal, within-location samples not exhibiting

significant differentiation (at aZ0.05) in these tests were

pooled in subsequent analyses. Hierarchical AMOVAs

were conducted using ARLEQUIN (Schneider et al. 2000).

To examine the potential origin of herring collected from

feeding aggregations in the NNS and in the SKG, we

employed the partially Bayesian approach for the analysis of

composition of stock mixtures developed by Pella & Masuda

(2001). The software is available from the authors anon-

ymous ftp site (ftp://ftp.afsc.noaa.gov/sida/mixture-analysis/

bayes/). We followed the standard procedure as rec-

ommended in the MSA–BAYES user manual (Masuda

2002). In particular, for every computation, three
Proc. R. Soc. B (2006)
independent Monte Carlo Markov chains were run, one per

region (NS, SKG, WBS). Prior information on the pro-

portions contributed by each of the three regions differed

between runs. Computations were run for twice the number

of iterations needed to achieve convergence, as assessed by

two different diagnostics (see Masuda 2002). Estimates

obtained before convergence were discarded; regional

contributions are thus based on estimates obtained after

convergence (Masuda 2002). MSA–BAYES was run inde-

pendently for each of the six mixed aggregations’ sample

pools (NNS summer 2002 (nZ414) and 2003 (nZ310),

SKG summer 2002 (nZ600) and 2003 (nZ400) and SKG

winter 2002 (nZ500) and 2003 (nZ400; figure 3). MSA–

BAYES was also run separately for herring in the mixture

samples of different age-groups (juveniles (0 and 1 winter

rings) and adults (2 and more winter rings)) and spawning

season (spring, autumn, winter; figure 4).

(e) Simulation tests of precision and accuracy

Our baseline samples comprised temporally repeated collec-

tions of spawning herring collected from 18 locations

distributed throughout the NS, the SKG and the WBS.

We are, therefore, reasonably certain that these samples cover

the spectrum of genetic variation of Atlantic herring in the

area and that no important potential contributor to the mixed

feeding aggregations was left un-sampled. The grouping of

the baseline spawning herring collections into three relatively

homogeneous regional pools (NS, SKG, WBS) provided the

dual benefit of reducing the number of contributions to

estimate, while simultaneously increasing the sample sizes

within each baseline. Although the three regional stock-pools

were genetically distinguishable (figure 2), the levels of

differentiation were relatively low, hence, to gauge precision

and accuracy of our estimates of mixture composition, we

conducted a series of four simulations where mixture samples

of nZ400 were created with individuals randomly chosen in

known proportions from the spawning aggregations sampled

in 2002 and tested against three regional baselines based

exclusively on allele frequency information for spawners

collected in 2003. In the first simulation (electronic

supplementary material, table A6) all three regional com-

ponents contributed one-third each, whereas, contribution

skewness increased in simulations 2–4, with each simulation

differing in the details of which component contributed most.

In general, precision and accuracy were high as indicated,

respectively, by the relatively narrow 95% confidence

intervals, and by the close relationship between the mean or

median estimates and the true values. As expected, accuracy

decreased with increasing skewness in the true composition of

the simulated mixture samples, however, in all cases (except

one where the true contribution was nil: simulation 3,

region 2), the 95% confidence intervals encapsulated the

true contributions.
3. RESULTS
We found that there are clear and temporally stable

hitherto undetected genetic differences among herring

from three broad regions: (i) NS (nZ1332), comprising

NNS autumn spawners, English Channel winter spawners

and Norwegian spring spawners, (ii) SKG (nZ635),

comprising SKG spring spawners and (iii) western Baltic

(WBS, nZ1010) comprising Kattegat and WBS

spring spawners. These three regional components are

http://ftp://ftp.afsc.noaa.gov/sida/mixture-analysis/bayes/
http://ftp://ftp.afsc.noaa.gov/sida/mixture-analysis/bayes/
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characterized by relative homogeneity within and signifi-

cant heterogeneity between them (two-level AMOVA,

FCT(differentiation among regions)Z0.009, p!0.001;

FSC(differentiation among populations within regions)Z
0.002, p!0.001; figure 2).

These genetic differences, though generally low (maxi-

mum (mean) pairwise FSTZ0.027 (0.0085); see figure 2)

as expected for an abundant, widely distributed and pelagic

marine fish (Ward et al. 1994; DeWoody & Avise 2000;

Palumbi 2003), are nevertheless of sufficient magnitude for

a precise estimation of the regional contributions to mixed

aggregations targeted by commercial fisheries in the NNS

and SKG. To estimate such contributions, we employed a

partially Bayesian approach for the analysis of stock

mixtures (MSA–BAYES software; Pella & Masuda 2001;

see electronic supplementary material).

Virtually all herring collected in July 2002 and 2003

within the NNS feeding aggregations likely originated in

the NS with no contributions from SKG or the Kattegat

and WBS (figure 3). The SKG feeding aggregations in

contrast, unequivocally comprised herring of mixed

origin: the summer feeding aggregations were composed

partly of herring from the NS (mean estimated contri-

bution 41.3% in 2002 and 52.4% in 2003) and partly from

the Kattegat and WBS (mean 48.6% in 2002 and 44.7%

in 2003; figure 3 and electronic supplementary material,

table A4). Local SKG herring contributed only approxi-

mately 10% in 2002 and negligibly in 2003 (figure 3).

The SKG winter mixture samples, which originated from

locations closer to the coast of southeastern Norway

(figure 1), exhibited a composition that was considerably

different from that seen in summer samples: local SKG

herring comprised 40 and 70% of the overwintering

aggregations sampled in December 2002 and December

2003, respectively, with the remainder of the individuals

originating from the NS (48% in 2002 and 18% in 2003)

and the Kattegat and WBS (approximately 12–13% in

both years; figure 3).

To examine the composition of the mixture samples in

more detail, we next estimated contributions separately for

juveniles (0–1 otolith winter rings) and adults (2 or more

winter rings; figure 4, details in electronic supplementary

material, table A5). This analysis was conducted exclu-

sively for the SKG mixture samples as no juveniles were

present in the NNS mixture collections. In both years

(2002 and 2003) and both seasons ( July and December)

juveniles in the SKG mixed aggregations originated

predominantly from the NS (figure 4; details in electronic

supplementary material, table A5). SKG juveniles were

virtually absent (figure 4), while the presence of juveniles

from the WBS was relatively low throughout (figure 4;

details in electronic supplementary material, table A5).

This clearly indicates that the majority of juvenile herring

in the SKG summer and winter aggregation samples are of

NS origin.

The composition of adults within the SKG mixed

aggregations differed from that of juveniles (figure 4).

Within the summer (offshore) feeding aggregations most

adults were of potential WBS origin with minimal

contribution by NS herring in both years (figure 4).

Within the overwintering (coastal) aggregations, most

adults were of local SKG origin with remaining adults split

between the NS and the WBS (figure 4; details in

electronic supplementary material, table A5).
Proc. R. Soc. B (2006)
We inferred from otolith microstructure that each of the

six pooled mixture samples (two in the NNS (2002 and

2003) and four in the SKG (2002 and 2003, summer and

winter)) comprised subsets of individuals hatched in the

spring, autumn and winter. Where sample sizes permitted

(nR85; figure 4 and electronic supplementary material,

table A5), we thus examined the potential origin of

individuals within such subsets. Predictably, for the NNS

mixture samples results did not change from those

described above: virtually all herring hatched in the

autumn and winter were of NS origin (see electronic

supplementary material, table A5). Of the nZ382 spring-

hatched herring present in the SKG summer mixture

samples, 84.5% (mean estimate) were likely of WBS

origin, with only about 12% probably originating from

somewhere in the NS. In contrast, of the nZ287 spring-

hatched herring present in the SKG winter mixture pool,

67.4% (mean estimate) likely originated locally in the

SKG (figure 4). Among the autumn-hatched (nZ264)

and winter-hatched (nZ85) herring in the SKG summer

aggregations the vast majority of individuals was,

predictably, of likely NS origin (figure 4).
4. DISCUSSION
Analysis of morphometric character differences on juven-

iles together with acoustic surveys and modelling studies

(Iles & Sinclair 1982; Bartsch et al. 1989) suggest that larval

and juvenile herring that hatch in the autumn and winter

along the British NS coast drift across the northern and

central NS into the SKG. These autumn-hatched juveniles

spend the first year or two of life mixed with adult herring of

local origin and with those of WBS origin on their annual

feeding migrations into the Kattegat and SKG (Rosenberg

& Palmén 1982; Aro 1989; ICES 1991; Johannessen &

Moksness 1991). Historical records dating back to the

tenth century (Alheit & Hagen 1997) suggest the degree to

which NS herring intrude into the SKG correlates on

decadal scales with certain climatic and hydrographic

patterns. Our genetic results support a scenario of NS

herring intruding into the SKG and mixing with local and

WBS herring. Most importantly, they provide strong

evidence for the persistence of genetic differences associ-

ated with life-history differences (spawning season, which

is linked to spawning location, inferred from otolith central

microstructure, migration pattern), among herring from

three regions despite intermingling freely in large nursery,

feeding and overwintering aggregations. The fact that such

a complex pattern of intraspecific differentiation persists

despite mixing supports the view of strong natal homing

behaviour in herring (Iles & Sinclair 1982), at least at the

broad geographic scale of our analysis.

Our results further suggest that the precise composition

of the herring feeding aggregations in terms of the three

major components varies both seasonally and spatially, a

finding with profound implications for the conservation of

genetic diversity in this species. We argue that sustain-

ability (Hilborn et al. 2003), resistance to disturbance

(e.g. Hughes & Stachowicz 2004), and perhaps even the

ability to recover from low abundance following environ-

mental change or climatic extremes (e.g. Reusch et al.

2005), are all likely to be compromised if this genetic

diversity is reduced through generalized management or

misdirected area closures that can disproportionately
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impact smaller or less-productive populations. Loss of, or

reduction in such biocomplexity is likely to have ecological

implications by affecting the dispersal patterns that sustain

major fisheries and evolutionary implications by removing

adaptive genetic variation. We stress that detailed spatial

and seasonal information is required for assessing the

impact of spatially explicit conservation measures (e.g.

marine protected areas, FSBI 2001), even for widely

abundant and highly migratory species with low levels of

genetic differentiation. Overlooking population differences

in spatial use throughout their life cycles will affect the

viability of populations, their ability to recover from low

abundance and their evolutionary potential.

This work is part of the research project HERGEN (http://
www.hull.ac.uk/hergen) funded by the European Union
within the fifth framework programme. We thank Dr Robin
Waples and an anonymous referee for their insightful
comments on an earlier version of this paper and J Milne
(GIS, Killam Library, Dalhousie University) for assistance
with figure 1.
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